1) U-2 reconnaissance - complete report - first read-out
2) F-8 - standby alert for low-level reconnaissance
3) planning for limited military action
   a) strike limited to R & D - limited response - reinforce with
      MIG 21's if IL124's nuclear targets
   b) strike expanded to include SAM sites, coastal defences, missile
      sites and missile launching patrol boats
   c) general strike against all military targets - plan 3-1-2
      1) naval 24hr blockade
      2) invasion - Plan 3-1-6 - go into military in 5-7 days
      3) 3-1-4 - full scale
4) air defence preparation for SE US
5) mobilisation planning - call-ups in 10-2 stages
6) world-wide force alert planning

Direct military action unless dictated by political consideration.
U.S. must assume that it will need air and land support in event.
This would in turn call for U.S. response which NATO and other
allies might not join.

Castration problem should continue to be dealt with by political/techno-
means which U.S. could accustom itself to announcing MRBM sites.